Katwala Australian Cattle Dogs
SALES AGREEMENT - PET/NONBREEDING

Breeder:

Katherine Branson, 1322 CR 2125 E., St. Joseph, IL 61873

217-688-2686

Buyer:
Date of Birth:

Registration Number:

Microchip:
Purchase Date:

Color:

Sex:

Sire:
Purchase Price: $1,200.00 Dam:

Name: Katwala's

Terms of Contract:
1. The breeder guarantees that to the best of her knowledge, this animal is in good health and free from
communicable disease at the time of purchase. The breeder guarantees that the buyer will receive all
health records pertaining to this animal at the time of purchase.
2. The breeder guarantees that the above named Australian Cattle Dog is purebred and registerable with

the American Kennel Club.

3. The buyer agrees to use the prefix "Katwala's" in the registered name of this Australian Cattle Dog.

4. The breeder guarantees that the above named animal may be returned to the breeder within 1 (one)
week of the purchase date if a problem arises with the dog's health or temperament. It is
recommended that the buyer have the above named animal examined by a licensed veterinarian
during this period. If a problem is found, the animal will be replaced, or the purchase price will be
refunded upon return of animal to the breeder.
5. The breeder guarantees that if this animal develops hip problems and is deemed to be severely
dysplastic (by x-ray submitted to the OFA) that replacement will be made when possible or price of
the puppy will be refunded (less refunds already disbursed). The breeder reserves the right to get a
second opinion (at her expense).
6. The breeder guarantees that if this animal develops eye problems and is deemed to be functionally
blind due to a disorder other than prcd, rcd4 or PLL (by examination of a veterinary opthalmologist)
that replacement will be made when possible or price of the puppy will be refunded (less refunds
already disbursed). The breeder reserves the right to get a second opinion at her expense.
7. The buyer understands the genetics behind prcd, rcd4 and PLL in this breed and specifically of this
breeding and has either opted to have the pup tested prior to purchase at their own expense or agrees
to accept the pup without testing at his or her own risk.

8. The breeder guarantees that the AKC registration papers will be furnished to the buyer once the
breeder has received written proof from a licensed veterinarian that the above named animal has
been sterilized.
9. The buyer agrees that the above named animal will be sterilized according to the following
guidelines: In the case of a puppy, the date of sterilization will be no later than 9 (nine) months
after birth. In the case of an animal purchased after 6 (six) months of age, the date of sterilization
will be no later than 60 (sixty) days after purchase.
Agreed deadline for sterilization: ______________________________.
10. The breeder agrees that upon receipt of proof of alteration, a refund will be made to the buyer of
$100.00.
11. The breeder will refund to the buyer $25.00 for each health check registered for this animal, this
includes CERF, OFA hips and elbows and BAER exams (refund made upon receipt of OFA or
CERF report or copy of BAER readout).
12. The breeder will refund to the buyer $25.00 for each AKC title earned by this puppy (up to a total of
$100.00). Non-AKC titles also possible for refund if arranged with the breeder beforehand.
13. The buyer guarantees to take good and reasonable care of this Australian Cattle Dog, providing for
all of its annual immunizations and other medical, physical, and emotional needs.
14. The buyer agrees that if it should at any time become impossible to keep the above named Australian
Cattle Dog for any reason, that the breeder will be contacted and offered the first right to take the
animal back and place it in a new suitable home.
15. The buyer guarantees that at no time will this animal be turned over to the pound, humane society, or
animal shelter as a means of disposal.
16. The buyer guarantees that at no time will this dog be chained or otherwise tied out, and will not be
allowed to run free unsupervised.
We have read, reviewed and understand the above conditions of sale and agree to all the terms of
this contract.
_______________________________________________
Breeder

________________
Date

______________________________________

_____________

______________________________________

_____________

Buyer
Buyer

Date
Date

